[UI group discussion. Background noise].

[Phone rings]

UM1: Hello... Peace be with you..., Ok, fine. Ok, fine... Peace be with you.

[Hangs up].

UM1: They say [here], "A simple comparison between the speeches delivered by Rabin/Perez and Abbas/Arafat the day Palestine was sold on 9/13/1993 in the garden of the White House is that Rabin/Perez spoke about the suffering of the Jewish people and their rights and they stressed that by using verses from the Torah. As for Abbas/Arafat..., Arafat, his speech was that of a first-class beggar and it was full of compliments, praise and...UI. [UI talk and laughter] and without mentioning the rights of the Palestinian people on its land or pointing to..."

UM2: ...UI.

UM1: Yes. "...or pointing out their...UI, or noting the importance of Jerusalem, the suffering of the Palestinian people or citing verses from the Noble Quran. This is a comparison between men and half-men". This is a commentary on the...er, a commentary. You're saying you have a question and stuff...UI.

UM2: Make this the last thing.

[UI group talk and laughter].

UM1: You asked three questions within one question. "The question is about the memorandum of mutual understanding between Arafat and what is called the state of Israel". See, he is saying "between Arafat" and not "between the Palestinians or stuff". Arafat sent to Rabin telling him that he recognizes the state of Israel, between brackets it says, "80% of the land of Palestine". "He renounces terrorism and violence and all forms of resistance. He changed some of the articles of the Charter and increased his concessions to Rabin. All of that in return of Rabin's recognition that the [Palestinian Liberation] Organization is the legitimate representative of the Palestinian people...UI rights of the Palestinian people...UI. The comment is: What more concession, betrayal, delinquency and treason than that? It is a charter of shame, humiliation and disgrace and...UI".

[UI group talk].

UM1: Listen, listen to this. This is a newspaper: "In an interview for Arafat with Larry King on the CNN on 9/13, he said I have not changed as I, meaning Yaser, am the one who supported Saddat in the peace accord with Israel". This stuff is a repetition. "I'm also
aware that the [Palestinian Liberation] Organization and Fatah Movement..., is the first one which stood against Saddat and accused him of treason...UI, listen, "...and accused him of treason. In order to correct the wrong which befell Saddat, will Arafat's Movement, Fatah, restore Saddat's status, start asking mercy for him and build a shrine for him in the city of Jericho?".

[UI group talk].

UM1: They say here that there was a question posed by Omar. He was asking, "Will Arafat build a Palestinian...UI?".

[UI group talk and laughter].

UM1: He says, "Since we were students in the elementary grades in the Noble Azhar, we were preoccupied with the issue of Muslims which is the issue of...UI. We used to march in demonstrations...UI".

UM2: ...UI. This is one of the reasons they produced a person like Abou Ammar.

UM1: "Does the accord stop the enemy from building new settlements even in Gaza and Jericho?".

[UI group talk].

UM2: But, really, the questions must be many. I have two questions regarding the...UI.

[UI group talk].

UM1: ...Nihad is invited to it. NAAA of Khalil Jahshan is organizing it for him. So, he will give a lecture on the 30th of the month. James Baker will be there, Clovis Maksoud and Egyptian Foreign Minister and Amr Mousa. Nihad will give a speech. Did you hear about the conference in which...?

UM2: Yes. He told me.

UM1: Christopher, Amr Mousa and others.

UM3: That's good.

UM1: Yes. So, he will be here on the 30th of the month.

[A period of silence follows].
UM2: Ok. We will talk with Aboul Romi to talk to his uncle, Fahd Abou..., from Fatah...UI. We will ask him to say to them that the [Islamic] Association [for Palestine] is inviting them to a political debate between...UI.

[UI group talk].

UM2: Did Abdel Salam get his belongings?

UM1: He will get them with him.

[UI group talk].

UM1: The youth at Mosab like Sheik Muharam.

UM2: He is good and he is a motivative speaker.

[UI group talk].